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ABSTRACT

Water scarcity due to climate change is emerging as a major threat for agriculture in

recent years. Growing rice, a water intensive crop in the puddled condition is becoming

a major challenge as it consumes around 50 per cent of available fresh water for

agriculture. It’s critical to improve yield potential of rice  under water limited conditions

to meet the increasing demands. Though, adapting changes in  agronomic practices like

growing rice under semi-aerobic condtions could reduce water usage, a concomitant

yield loss has occurred. Developing a  rice cultivar with minimal water use with increased

yield or without reducing the actual yield potential is a great challenge. Addressing

this, by evaluating  genetic diversity at the DNA/molecular level has become an interested

approach with the availability of diversified germplasm resources and genetic information

across species generated through high-throughput technologies and innovations.

Evaluating the  accessions with large phenotypic and genotypic diversity and looking

for a desirable qualitative trait  through tecniques viz., GWAS would lead to a superior

cultivar with improved yield potential. Considering Water Use efficiency (WUE) as a

qualitative physiological trait and  dissecting it’s  subcomponent traits and looking for

the variations present in the genes governing the latter would harness the advantages of

WUE in crop improvement programs. With this background, a set of 853 diverisfied

accessions  with Whole Genome Sequence (WGS) was procured. Further, a subset was

assembled  based on various criteria like geographical, physiological and molecular

diversity that will be amenable for GWAS.
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RICE, the most important staple cereal in India is
an extremely water intensive crop consuming

more than 50 per cent of all the fresh water used in
agriculture. With the erratic rainfall leading to
decreased water availability growing rice under
puddled conditions has emerged as the major
constraint to achieve potential productivity. So, it’s
highly important to focus on water conservation
strategy without compromising on the yield, while
improving the yield of local varieties (Karthika and
Shanker, 2022). A few water saving agronomic
practices have been developed, among them, the
semi-irrigated aerobic cultivation is known to save
up to 40 per cent of irrigation water, with a significant

yield loss of up to 50 per cent (Bouman et al., 2005).
The yield reduction could be associated with low
spikelet fertility under water limited condition. To
overcome this, breeding for rice under water limited
conditions is crucial. Genetic enhancement of crops
to evolve superior cultivars through improving
physiological traits among several drought adaptive
traits have been identified and introduction of double
haploids technique (Chaitanya and Raju, 2022) are
being used for crop improvement (Reynolds and
Tuberosa, 2008 and Araus et al., 2008).

Evaluation of genetic diversity is considered as a basic
platform  for crop improvement. Plant scientists
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always evaluated the populations over years and
locations to understand genetic diversity present in
the species of their interest. Insights on useful trait
inheritability, environmental influence, value of
different parents for breeding and obtaining desirable
offsprings were collectively performed by using
replication and sophisticated experiments. But, the
introduction of evaluation of genetic diversity at the
DNA level has become an interested approach.

Datasets associated with genotyping and phenotyping
have been generated to address both basic and
applied questions. This interests have been shown in
the nature and origin of mutations and functional
significance of the genes to obtain qualitative and
quantitative traits. Tremendous improvement and
innovations in the genomics technology over the last
20 years, through multidimensional approaches
collaborating biologists, bioinformaticians and
chemists have been driven with the efficient support
of the available diversified germplasm resources
and genetic information across species through
high-throughput genotyping and next generation
sequencing (NGS) (Tung et al., 2010 and Elshire
et al., 2011).

Whole-genome sequence, emerging as an unifying
tool in biology has lead to development  of diversified
panels and large mapping populations in many crop
species to facilitate trait dissection and gene discovery.
With the availability of huge genetic information,
adapting Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS)
technique would lead to the discovery of QTLs
associated with the phenotypic trait of interest.

Among various physiological traits contributing to
yield, water use efficiency (WUE) and water use are
considered as important traits under water limited
conditions. Physiologically WUE is defined as µmol
CO

2
 fixed per mole of water transpired or is the ratio

of biomass to water transpired. Improving crops for
WUE most often was not associated with higher
yields due to the occurrence of trade-off between
photosynthesis and transpiration. However, it is
evident that at a given water use, plants with
higher WUE would have higher growth rates,

which can be predominantly due to chloroplast carbon
assimilatory capacity. Therefore, developing a greater
understanding of the various chloroplast and
photosynthetic mechanisms governing variability in
WUE has high relevance in crop improvement
programs.

To harness the advantages of WUE, it is critical to
dissect this complex trait into its subcomponents. With
this background, a program was conceived to identify
the genetic variability in WUE and its sub-component
traits using the accurate large-scale phenotyping
facility. To accomplish this study, a set of accessions
with diversity in geographical origin, genotypic and
phenotypic variability was studied with  a set of 150
germplasm accessions with whole genome sequence
is assembled considering various criteria like
population group, days to flowering and allelic
variations found in the genes for future phenotyping
experiments that will be amenable for GWAS.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Seed Material and Growth Condition

A diversified panel of 853 germaplasm accessions
with whole genome sequence from 3K Rice genome
panel were procured from the IRRI Centre located at
ICRISAT, Hyderabad. The selected accessions were
grown in the field at ZARS Mandya, during kharif
2019 under aerobic condition. Around 30 plants were
maintained for each accession and the seeds were
dibbled at a  depth of 3-4 cm while mainating 20×10
cm spacing between rows and plants respectively.
The recommended agronomic practices were
followed. The accessions were grown till the crop
reaches its physiological maturity and seeds were
collected for the further experiments.

Selection of a Diversified Subset

The passport data containg various informations on
the accessions like, country of origin, sub population
group, days to 50 per cent flowering etc., are available
at the IRRI website (SNP Seek). These data were
used to select a subset of accessions belonging to
subpopulation group of Indica. Further, observations
on days to 50 per cent flowering recorded at ZARS
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Mandya and the data available with passport
information were compared to narrow down the
accessions with 85 to 95 days to 50 per cent flowering.

Selection of Genes

Water Use efficiency is contributed by various
sub-component traits viz., CO

2
 diffusion, carboxy

lation, photochemical processes, epidermal patterning,
stomatal mechanisms, VPD responses, etc. These
subcomponent traits are governed by various genes
and transcription factors, so a through literature  search
was done in selecting a set of  genes governing
different subcomponent traits of WUE and based on
the importance and functions.

Sequencing Data Analysis

Single nucleotide polymorphism data for the set of
selected accessions with reference to Nipponbare are
available at IRRI website (SNP Seek) and were
downloaded for the experimental purpose. Around
2178 SNP markers were detected for 217 accessions
and these SNPs were used to perform population
structure using the STRUCTURE HARVESTER
software with maximum adhoc measure (K) of
five. Further Cluster analysis was performed for
217 accessions based on random 2198 SNP markers
by Neighbor-joining method using DARwin.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main aim of this study was to select a subset from
the 853 lines obtained from the IRRI center located at

Admixture 27

Aromatic 27

Australian 78

Indica 1 A 41

Indica 1 B 41

Indica 2 176

Indica 3 87

Indicax 178

Japonicax 15

Subtropical 70

Temparate 10

Tropical 103

TABLE 1

 Representing 853 lines from different sub
population groups

Subpopulation No of genotypes

Fig. 1 : Collection of 853 lines from different geographical area

ICRISAT, Hyderabad. Hence, considering phenotypic
and molecular diversity was crucial.

Selection of a Set of Accessions Based on
Subpopulation Group

The 853 accessions obtained from the IRRI center
located at ICRISAT, Hyderabad, represented
48 countries Fig. 1, indicating a diversification in their
origin and the accessions belong to 12 subpopulation
groups (Table 1). Since the goal of our study was to
improve crop productivity in Indian conditions, only
Indica subpopulation group was selected and the 853
lines were narrowed down to 522 lines.
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Afghanistan Argentina
Bangladesh Bhutan
Brazil Burkina Faso
Burundi Cambodia
China Colombia
Cote d'Ivoire Cuba
Dominican Republic Fiji
France Gambia
Ghana Greece
Guatemala Guinea
Guinea-Bissau Hungary
India Indonesia
Iran Italy
Japan Kenya
Korea, Republic of Lao People's Democratic Republic
Liberia Madagascar
Malaysia Mexico
Myanmar Nepal
Netherlands Pakistan
Philippines Portugal
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Narrowing Down of the Accessions Based on Days
to Flowering

Every germplasm will have passport data on various
traits including days to flowering. We observed a large
variation in days to flowering between 50 and 184
days after sowing from a passport data (https://snp-
seek.irri.org/). To verify these data, the entire set of
853 accessions was grown in ZARS, VC Farm
Mandya during kharif 2019 (Fig. 2). Days to
Flowering recorded at Mandya did not show any
association with passport data while 70 accessions
remained unflowered due to photosensitivity (Fig. 3
and Table 2). This indicates the possibility of
variations in photosensitivity of germplasm collected

Fig. 2 :  Phenotyping of 853 rice accessions at Zonal Agricultural Research Station, V C Farm, Mandya

51-60 5 3

61-70 47 0

71-80 110 130

81-90 177 125

91-100 142 246

101-110 134 138

111-120 106 78

121-130 68 12

131-140 31 51

141-150 13   -

151-160 11   -

161-170 8   -

Photosensitive   - 70

TABLE 2
 Comparison of flowering duration between

passport data and measured data

Flowering
Duration (days)

Passport data Kharif 2019

Fig. 3 : Correlation for days to fifty percent flowering taken
from  passport data and recorded data from VC farm Mandya

from various locations. Flowering time is controlled
by many genes, which are expressed or suppressed in
close interaction with environmental factors such as
day length and temperature (Tsuji et al., 2008). Since
the environmental conditions in Philliphines and
India are comparatively different we observed a
larger variation in days to flowering (R2 = 0.13).
Further comparing both the data, around 217
accessions were selected having a range between
85 and 95 days to flowering. Development of
early-flowering or photoperiod-insensitive cultivars
has been an important objective of rice breeding
(Tsuji et al., 2008). Hence the selection was made to
meet this objective.

Disecction of Water use Efficiency in to
Subcomponent traits

With the goal of improving crop productivity
through WUE, dissecting the subcomponents of
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WUE plays a major role. Considering this, around
35 putative genes governing various subcomponents
traits of WUE viz., CO

2
 diffusion, carboxylation,

photochemical processes, epidermal patterning,
stomatal mechanisms, VPD responses etc. were
identified through literature search and genetic
diversity analysis has been done to know the
variations in sequences of the candidate genes
leading to functional differences. Recently
(Sheshshayee et al., 2013) provided some
experimental evidences, that clearly establish the
relevance of WUE as an important physiological trait
that can be used for crop improvement. It was further
proved that introgression of WUE with other traits
such as total water use (roots) and improved acquired
tolerance mechanism significantly enhanced growth
rate under both well-watered and water limited
condition (Raju et al., 2014 and Sheshshayee et al.,
2018). Furthermore, after identifying a robust marker
associated with WUE and root traits (Raju et al.,
2016), a marker assisted back-cross breeding strategy
was adopted to introgress WUE and water use
characters on to the background of a late variety IR64.
The trait introgressed lines on an average resulted
in a 23 per cent increased yield under water limited
conditions while saving more than 50 per cent of
irrigation water (Dharmappa et al., 2019) These
clearly emphasize the possibility of improving
productivity through an improvement in WUE.

Structure Analaysis

A total of 2591 SNPs present among the 217
accessions were retrieved. After filtering the missing
data, a total of 2278 SNPs  (Table 3) were selected

CHR 1 251

CHR 2 244

CHR 3 110

CHR 4 403

CHR 5 132

CHR 6 244

CHR 7 158

CHR 8 108

CHR 9 153

CHR 10 113

CHR 11 152

CHR 12 130

TABLE 3

Number of SNPs on each chromosome used to run
cluster analysis

Chromosome Number of SNPs

Fig 4. Population structure of 217 accessions

1

2 3 4
5

for further analysis. Population structure of 217
accessions was analyzed using STUCTURE with
different K values ranging between 1 and 10.
STRUCTURE harvester showed the maximum adhoc
measure (K) at five (Fig. 4). The optimum K value
was fixed at so as to divide the 217 accessions into
five sub-populations (Fig. 5).

Neighbor joining analysis using DARwin clustered
the accessions also into five clusters, with two
distinctly distant clusters (C1 and C2) as illustrated
in Fig. 6. A core set of germplasm was constructed
using heuristic search available with Power Core and
a core collection containing 150 rice accessions was
constituted. The selected accessions represented 29
countries of origin (Fig. 6)  and five subpopulation
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Fig. 6 : Cluster analysis of 217 accessions based on 2278 SNP markers for 35 candidate genes using DARwin

Fig. 5 : Maximum adhoc measure (K) of two observed from
STRUCTURE harvester

group (Table 4) indicating large geographical diversity
maintainance and these accessions will be used for
all phenotyping and GWAS activities. Similarly,
Nachimuthu et al. (2015) assessed the molecular and
genetic diversity and relatedness by evaluating the
set of 192 diverse rice germplasm lines with 61
genome wide SSR markers leading to identification
of 205 alleles revealing two sub groups.

So this indicates that understanding the population
structure and assessing the kinship relatedness
between superior alleles and traits which is necessary
for successful association mapping program.

Haplotype Analysis

The sequences of the selected  genes were downloaded
from the IRRI database and aligned to screen for
haplotype diversity. Haplotype analysis revealed the
existence of large sequence variations in 35 candidate
genes (2-15 haplotypes) except Rca and BP-73 which
had no polymorphism (Table 5). Diversity analysis
and population structure analysis were done for the
selected 217 lines using nucleotide sequence
polymorphisms prevailing in the 35 genes. The
existing SNPs and InDels among the 35 genes were
retrieved from the SNPseek database (https://snp-
seek.irri.org/) and used. Haplotype assembly is one

Indica1A 11

Indica1B 6

Indica2 55

Indica3 16

Indicax 62

TABLE 4

150 lines representing different subpopulation
groups

Subpopulation No of genotypes

Mysore J. Agric. Sci., 57 (2) : 220-227  (2023) B. MAHADEVA PRABHU et al.
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of the promising approaches used in breeding program
for crop improvement. In recent years, haplo-pheno
analysis is extensively used for identification of
superior haplotypes. In 3K rice genome panel,
haplotypes of 21 genes govering grain yield and
quality has been identified (Abbai et al., 2019).
Moreover, haplotypes of deep water adaptation in
rice and for direct seeded rice (DSR) have been
identified (Kuroha et al., 2018 and Chen et al., 2019).
Hence in this study more number of haplotypes is a
indirect indicator of vast genetic and phenotypic
varabilty in the selected population.
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